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Standard Flying Procedure 

GUMPS CHECK 
A mental checklist to ensure nothing critical has been forgotten 

• G - Gas / Fuel Pump / Fuel Selector / Fuel Gauges / Fuel Pressure 

• U - Undercarriage / Fixed / Up / Down and Locked 

• M - Mixture / Rich / Lean 

• P - Power / Throttle / Propeller 

• S - Seat belts / Shoulder harnesses / Switches 
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Take off: 

1. Look for Traffic before entering runway 

2. Align aircraft with runway center line 

3. Hold breaks 

4. Check compass and heading indicator with runway direction 

5. Add full power and check engine instruments and gages 

6. Release breaks, check toes at the bottom, heels on the floor 

7. Call airspeed alive 

8. Rotate at rotation speed 

9. Positive climb – brakes / Gear 

 

Take off Climb: 

1. Maintain desired air speed or rate of climb 

2. Check engine instruments and gages on climb 

3. In case temperature rises rapidly lower nose to a higher air speed to cool engine / 

mixture rich 

4. Lower nose periodically to check for traffic 

Climb to Change Altitude: 

1. Clear area 

2. Pitch to required airspeed or rate of climb 

3. Upon reaching desired airspeed or rate of climb smoothly add full power and 

maintain climb 

4. Lower nose periodically to check for traffic 

 

Level off From Climb: 

1. Upon reaching altitude lower nose and hold / maintain altitude 

2. Pick up airspeed (time at least 3 seconds) and throttle back to cruise power 

setting 

3. GUMPS check 

4. Use checklist  
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Descend to Change Altitude 

1. Clear area 

2. Carburetor heat on 

3. Reduce throttle as required-15/17/19 RPM and maintain altitude 

4. Acquire desired airspeed or rate of descent 

5. Maintain airspeed or rate of descent and lose altitude 

6. Determine rate of decent- determine 10% of rate of decent, convert this number 

into feet 

a. Ex: 500ftm * 10% = 50ft 

7. The number of feet that the throttle needs to be advanced prior to decent 

altitude is based on 10% of the rate of decent. 

a. Example for application of prior example: To level off at 2,500ft the 

throttle will need to be advanced back to cruise power at 2,550ft at a rate 

of descent of 500 ft per min.  

8. Carburetor Heat off and GUMPS check, Check list. 

 

Slow Flight 

1. GUMPS check 

2. Clearing turns/two 90 degree turns, left and right 

3. Maintain heading and altitude 

4. Carburetor heat on reduce power to 15 or 17 RPM as required and maintain 

altitude 

5. Upon reaching desired airspeed maintain altitude and airspeed 

6. Maintain airspeed with pitch and altitude with power 

7. Turns to heading with no more than 10-15 degrees of bank angle 

8. Increase flaps and decrease airspeed as required 

9. To recover add full power, Carb heat off and maintain altitude 

10. Clean flaps progressively as airspeed increases prior to exceeding white arc 

11. Power back to cruise 

12. GUMPS check, Check list.  
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Turns to Heading 

1. Clear the area 

2. Initiate turn, lead with the rudder followed by the aileron  

3. Look at the attitude indicator and establish bank angle. Normal turns should be at 

15-20 degree bank angle. All clearing turns must be 30 degrees bank angle. Never 

exceed 30 degree bank angle while in traffic pattern. 

4. Upon establishing desired bank angle, shift eyes to heading indicator and await 

desired rollout heading. 

5. Initiate rollout approx. 10 degrees prior to desired heading (relative to rate of 

turn) 

 

Stalls and Recoveries  

 

Power off stall and recovery simulates a stall and recovery during an approach to 

land 

 

1. GUMPS check 

2. Clearing turns/two 90 degree turns, left and right 

3. Establish altitude and heading 

4. Carburetor heat on reduce power to 15 or 17 RPM as required and maintain 

altitude 

5. Power off stall can be done in clean configuration or with flaps. If stalling with 

flaps deploy flaps within the white arc before reaching 60 knots 

6. Upon reaching 60 knots pitch up and throttle to idle while making sure ailerons 

remain neutral and control direction with rudder. If practicing a turning stall 

initiate your turn while continuing to pitch up. Do not exceed 30 degrees of bank 

on a turning stall.  

7. Continue pitching up until aircraft stalls 

8. Upon recognition of stall lower the nose to recover from stall, level the wings and 

add full power, carb hear off to minimize loss of altitude. Clean flaps as required 

before exceeding white arc. 

9. Gain any lost altitude immediately 

10. Throttle back to cruise power 
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Power on stall and recovery simulates a stall and recovery during a takeoff climb 

1. GUMPS check 

2. Clearing turns/two 90 degree turns, left and right 

3. Carburetor heat on, reduce power to 15 or 17 RPM as required and maintain 

altitude 

4. Deploy take off flap within the white arc if required 

5. Upon reaching 60 knots pitch up and add full power while making sure ailerons 

remain neutral and control direction with rudder. If practicing a turning stall 

initiate your turn while continuing to pitch up. Do not exceed 30 degrees of bank 

on a turning stall 

6. Continue pitching up until aircraft stalls 

7. Upon recognition of stall lower the nose to recover from stall, carb heat off, level 

the wings and clean the flaps as required before exceeding white arc. Gain back 

loss of altitude 

8. Gain any lost altitude immediately 

9. Throttle back to cruise power 

 

Emergency Descent (Dirty Config) 

1. GUMPS check 

2. Clearing turns/two 90 degree turns, left and right 

3. Carburetor heat on, throttle to idle 

4. Pitch to 5 knots below maximum white arc 

5. Deploy full flaps 

6. Maintain airspeed at 5 knots below maximum white arc 

7. Initiate a 30 degree bank and execute a 180 degree turn and lose altitude rapidly 

8. Upon reaching desired altitude role out, maintain altitude, add power to cruise, 

carb heat off and clean flaps immediately before exceeding white arc 
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Forward Slip (Clean Config) 

1. GUMPS check 

2. Clearing turns/two 90 degree turns, left and right 

3. Carburetor heat on, throttle to idle 

4. In clean configuration pitch to 10kts below VA-maneuvering speed 

5. Cross controls to forward slip and maintain airspeed 10kts below VA 

6. Upon reaching desired altitude level off by neutralizing cross controls, 

appropriate pitch and power as required.  

 

 

Emergency Engine Failure Procedure - simulated 

1. Fly the plane (don not panic or lose control of aircraft) 

2. Pitch to best glide speed and trim 

3. Look for a runway or a safe place to land such as a field with no obstacles 

4. If altitude permits fly to position the aircraft establishing a traffic pattern that will 

allow you to land ideally into a head wind  

5. If altitude permits use check list to trouble shoot and possibly restart 

6. If unable to restart, secure engine using check list 

7. If altitude permits squawk emergency 7700 and transmit on 121.5 emergency 

com frequency  

8. Continue flying towards landing 

9. On final open doors if it can be done safely 

10. Commit flaps on final only when you are sure to make it to the beginning of your 

landing site. 

11. Stop aircraft as soon as possible in the shortest distance after landing, use brakes 

as required 

12. Exit aircraft safely and call for help 


